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SHORT CV OF THE SUPERVISOR
Composer and performer of acousmatic music, Isabel Pieres has a PhD in Esthétique, Sciences et Technologies
des Arts - Spécialité Musique from Paris VIII University. Teacher at Universidade Nova de Lisboa, she is a CESEMs
researcher, director of the “Musical Arts: Music and Technology” Master degree, and director of LIM (Laboratory
of Computer Music). Director of the Contemporary Music Research Group, her work focuses on contemporary
music, including computer music, music analysis, electroacoustic music, composition and collaborative practices.
Specialist on sound synthesis coding, the notions of space as relevant elements of music composition is a relevant
study subject. She works also on contemporary musical works preservations, and cognitive auditory perception
and the sound as physical phenomena relationship in musical contexts, as well as on. Having organized some
relevant International Conferences and meetings, as well as participated in several other international scientific
meetings, she produced a significant number of publications, mainly on international. Her musical works include
instrumental music, acousmatic music, instrumental and mixed-media music, and has been presented mainly in
Europe.
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PROJECT TITLE AND DESCRIPTION
Contemporary collaborative music practices: the Portuguese case in context
The main goal of the project is to develop a discussion of contemporary music practice from a theoretical and
analytical point of view, including electroacoustic music, issues and methodologies.
The project can follow one of two different directions: a practical research studies on contemporary music
heritage preservation of the 20th century Portuguese composers’ legacy including theoretical writing on
aesthetics; is to develop innovative studies on experimental and collaborative music creation, including practice
based research studies on composition and performance.

SCIENTIFIC AREA WHERE THE PROJECT FITS BEST
Social Sciences and Humanities (SOC)

